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Abstract

The goal of an authentication system is to verify and authorise

users, in order to protect restricted data and information. After

authentication, two principals (people, computers, services) in a

distributed system should be entitled to believe that they are com-

municating with each other and not with intruders. Therefore it

is important to express such beliefs precisely and to capture the

reasoning that leads to them. In this paper, we focus on analysis

of agent beliefs in dynamic environments in a formal framework

based on a combination of a belief logic with a temporal logic.

Through a well-known protocol example, that is, Kerberos, we dis-

cuss how to express principal agent beliefs involved in authentica-

tion protocols and the evolution of these beliefs as a consequence

of communication, since trust is based on a series of observations

of agents. Our approach is general and could be used for design-

ing, verifying and implementing authentication protocols.

1 Introduction

Authentication protocols are the basis of security in

many distributed systems [1, 12], and trust is a critical issue

for authentication systems. Trust is the outcome of obser-

vations leading to the belief of a principal that the actions

of another may be relied upon, without explicit guarantee,

to achieve a goal in a risky situation. Trust influences not

only the specification of authentication protocols, but also

the techniques needed to implement and manage such pro-

tocols. After authentication, two principals (people, com-

puters, services) should be entitled to believe that they are

communicating with each other and not with intruders. So it

is important to express such beliefs precisely and to capture

the reasoning that leads to them [1].

In a trust model proposed by Liu et al. [9], it is assumed

that for security considerations initially agents may not trust

any one but the security mechanisms (as special agents) of

a system whose trustworthiness has been verified based on

required evaluation criteria. Thus, the beliefs of agents can

be obtained based on their initial trust in the security mech-

anisms of the system. The initial trust or meta-beliefs of

agents in the system can be encapsulated in a notion of trust

and represented as a set of rules (axioms) in a chosen logi-

cal framework. These rules together with those of the logic

form a theory of trust for the system [8]. Such theories pro-

vide a foundation for reasoning about agent beliefs as well

as security properties that systems may satisfy.

An authentication protocol can be thought of and for-

malised as a kind of theory of trust, which can be used to

reason about principal beliefs. In this paper, we discuss how

to express the initial principal beliefs involved in authentica-

tion protocols and the evolution of these beliefs as a conse-

quence of communication in dynamic environments, since

trust is based on a series of observations of agents. In our

framework, reasoning about trust actually involves reason-

ing about beliefs. A theory of trust may need to be based on

a logic that possesses the ability to represent beliefs. On the

other hand, since communication protocols operate in dy-

namic and often unpredictable environments, there is also

a need to model the evolution of a system through time.

Therefore, in this paper, we use a temporalised belief logic,

called TML+ [10], to express agent beliefs within authenti-

cation protocols. TML+ associates with each agent in a dis-

tributed system a belief operator and the evolution of agent

beliefs are expressed using (combinations of) temporal op-

erators.

There are many papers discussing how to use a kind of

logic to describe authentication protocols, but only a few

papers that focus on dynamic theories of trust for authenti-

cation systems. Burrows et al. [1] proposed a belief logic

called BAN in the literature to describe the beliefs of trust-

worthy parties involved in authentication protocols and the

evolution of these beliefs. Many researchers have developed

extensions of the BAN logic to overcome the deficiencies of

the logic by extending and/or generalisation of Its assump-

tions [3, 6, 15, 16], but they did not discuss how to revise a

theory and how to manage the theory in dynamic environ-

ments. The motivation of our work is to provide a formal

approach for establishing theories of trust for authentication
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systems. We focus on analysis of agent beliefs in dynamic

environments. Our approach could be very useful for de-

signing, verifying and implementing authentication proto-

cols.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2

briefly introduces the logic TML+ on which our approach

will be based. Section 3 discusses the formalisation of the

initial beliefs of principals involved in authentication proto-

cols. Section 4 presents an approach for constructing the-

ories of trust for authentication systems, using the well-

known Kerberos protocol as an example. Section 5 dis-

cusses the factors that may cause changes of agent trust in

dynamic environments and trust theory revision. Section 6

concludes the paper.

2 The Logic TML+

This section introduces the temporalised belief logic and

its component logics. Liu [8] proposed a belief logic, called

the TML (Typed Modal Logic), which extends first-order

logic with typed variables and belief operators. TML is

very suitable to express static properties, for example, the

assertion “Alice believes that Bob has the key k” can be

formalised in TML as Bjohn Has(bob, k) where Bjohn is

a modal belief operator standing for “agent John believes

that”. However, trust is not a static concept, in other words,

it changes or evolves dynamically (as time progresses). An

agent may be trusted by some agents today, but tomorrow

the situation may change. Some flaws may also be discov-

ered in the security mechanisms of a system which would

require agents to reconsider/alter their trust relationships.

To give a simple example, we may have the assertion that,

on the first day, John believes that Bob has the key but,

on the second day, John believes that Bob does not have

the key. Without the introduction of a temporal dimension,

TML may not be able to express such dynamics.

Temporal logics have the ability to deal with dynamics,

i.e., the changes in time of a set of properties, and they

have been used successfully in many areas including pro-

gram specification and verification, modelling concurrent

and distributed computations, and specifying communica-

tion protocols. In fact, Liu et al. [10] used the temporal-

ising technique proposed by Finger and Gabbay [5] to add

a temporal dimension to TML (the resulting logic is called

TML+). In particular, they have shown that logics obtained

by the temporalisation technique are generally strong (ex-

pressive) enough for reasoning about time-dependent prop-

erties regarding agent beliefs in multi-agent systems and in

the analysis of dynamic security properties.

TML+ has two classes of modal operators: (1) belief

operators; and (2) temporal operators. The belief opera-

tor, Ba, is intended to denote “agent a believes that”. The

temporal operators contained in TML+ are first and next,

which refer to the initial moment and the next moment in

time respectively. The collection of moments in time is the

set of natural numbers. That is, assume that the clock is the

increasing sequence of natural numbers, i.e., 〈0, 1, 2, . . .〉,
then intuitively 0 can be viewed as the initial moment, and

if the current moment is i then the next moment is i + 1.

Table 1 gives an intuitive explanation of the interpreta-

tion of the temporal operators of TML+.

Formula Truth value

ϕ T T F F T F T F . . .

first ϕ T T T T T T T T . . .

next ϕ T F F T F T F . . . . . .

Time 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 . . .

Table 1. Interpretation of temporal operators

(ϕ is a formula; T represents value true and F

value false)

In the table, suppose that ϕ is the formula has(bob, key)
and ck = (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 . . .) is a given clock. Suppose

that the meaning of formula ϕ over the clock ck is as given

in the first line of Table 1 (where ϕ is true at times 0 and 1
and false at times 2 and 3 and so on). Since the initial time

of ck is 0, the meaning of a formula of the form first ϕ at

any given moment in time is defined by the meaning of ϕ at

time 0 (e.g., true in the above example). The meaning of a

formula of the form next ϕ at any given moment in time i

is defined by the meaning of ϕ at time i + 1; for example,

at time 3 ϕ is false, but next A is true because ϕ is true at

time 4.

Several essential axioms and rules related to temporal

operators, first and next, are given as follows (where ▽
stands for first or next):

T0. ▽(first A) ↔ first A.

T1. ▽(¬A) ↔ ¬(▽ A).

T2. ▽(A ∧ B) ↔ (▽A) ∧ (▽ B).

T3. From ⊢ A infer ⊢ ▽ A. (Generalisation)

Since the logic TML+ is obtained by using temporalisation,

essentially a hierarchy combination technique for combin-

ing logics, the temporal operators first and next can never

appear within the scope of belief operators. However, the

logic still has a powerful expressivity [10].

Throughout the paper, we use italic lower case let-

ters (subscripted or non-subscripted), to denote variables,

and regular font letters (subscripted or non-subscripted) or

strings to denote constants. But, since TML+ is a kind of

typed modal logic, it must be kept in mind that every vari-

able is typed, i.e., it ranges over a certain domain (such as

agents, messages, security rules).
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As an example, let us consider the assertion that initially

(or day 0) John believes that Bob has the key k to open the

room B; on day 3, he does not believe that Bob still has that

key(e.g., he suspects Bob has lost it). This assertion can be

formalized in TML+ as:

first Bjohn Has(bob, k)∧ first next
(3) ¬Bjohn Has(bob, k).

Here next(n) denotes n applications of next and

next(0)ϕ = ϕ.

Further, if we assume that John believes that anyone who

has the key k can get into the room B, that is,

Bjohn (∀x( Has(x, k) → CanGetIn(x, roomB))),

Then, from the above assertions, we may easily derive the

following formula:

first Bjohn (CanGetIn(bob, roomB),

which means that at the initial time John believes that Bob

can get in the room B.

The above example has shown that TML+ is capable to

express time-dependent statements in a natural way. Let us

consider another example, assume that, initially John has a

belief that Jack does not have the key which is used to open

the restricted room B until the day 3 when he finds Jack is

not honest, that is,

first¬Bjohn Has(jack, k)∧first next
(3) ¬Bjohn Honest(jack).

And we also assume that john believes an honest person can

enter the room B only if he has the key, that is,

Bjohn(∀x( Honest(x) ∧ Enter(x, roomB) → Has(x,k))).

Then John believes Jack may get in the room B without the

key k (e.g., Jack may break into the room B). So John no

longer believes room B is secure, that is,

Bjohn BreakInto(jack, roomB) ∧ ¬Bjohn Secure(roomB).

For the details of the syntax, semantics and axiomatisa-

tion of the logic TML+, we refer readers to Liu et al. [10].

Note that the meaning of the belief operators of TML+ is

defined using the standard Kripke semantics for modal log-

ics, using the notion of possible global states for the inter-

pretation of agent beliefs.

3 Analysing Agent Beliefs

The main purpose of an authentication system is to verify

users. For reasoning about agent beliefs within an authenti-

cation system we define the following predicates:

• Send(p, msg): Principal p sends a message msg.

• Receive(p, msg): Principal p Receives a message

msg.

• Shared(p, q, k): Principals p and q use the shared key

k to communicate.

• Owner(p, k): Principal p has the key k as a secret key.

• Fresh(msg): Message msg is fresh.

• Reliable(msg): Message msg is reliable.

Now we discuss the main logical postulates that we use

in proofs within authentication systems. In the following

postulates, all variables are assumed to be universally quan-

tified.

A0. Bp Shared(p, q, k) ∧ Receive(p, {msg}k) →
next Bp Send(q, msg)).

A1. Bp Owner(q, k) ∧ Receive(p, {msg}k) →
next Bp Send(q, msg).

A2. Bp Owner(p, k) ∧ Receive(p, {msg}k) →
Bp Reliable(msg).

A3. Bp Send(q, msg) ∧ Bp Fresh(msg) →
Bp Bq Reliable(msg).

A4. Bp Send(q, msg) ∧ Bp Fresh(msg) →
Bp Reliable(msg).

A5. Receive(p, (msg1, msg2)) ↔

(Receive(p,msg1) ∧ Receive(p, msg2)).

Here {msg}k means the message msg is encrypted with

the key k. The meaning of these axioms are as follows: A0

says that, if currently p believes that the key k is shared with

q and receives a message msg encrypted with k, then at the

next moment p believes that q sent msg; A1 says that, if cur-

rently p believes the public key k belongs to q and receives

a message msg encrypted with k, then at the next moment

p believes that q sent msg; A2 says that, if currently p be-

lieves his own secret key k and receives a message msg en-

crypted with k, then p believes the message is reliable; A3

says that if a principal p believes another principal q once

sent a message msg, and p believes that message msg has

been sent recently, then p believes that q believes the mes-

sage msg is reliable; A4 says that if a principal p believes

that another principal q sent a message msg, and p believes

msg is fresh, then p believes the message msg is reliable;

and the meaning of A5 is straightfoward.

Based on those axioms we can reason about tempo-

ral agent beliefs involved in an authentication system.

For an example, assume that we have Bp Shared(p, q, k)
∧ first next Receive(p, {msg}k), i.e., we assume that the

principle p believes the key k is shared with q and, at the

next moment after the initial time, p receives an encrypted

message msg with the key k. Then we can show that at

the second next moment in time p will believe that the mes-

sage was sent by q. A proof is given as follows (details are

omitted):
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(1) Bp Shared(p, q, k) (assumption)

(2) first next Bp Shared(p, q, k) (from (1))

(3) first next Receive(p, {msg}k) (assumption)

(4) first next (Bp Shared(p, q, k) ∧ Receive(p, {msg}k))

(from (2) and (3))

(5) Bp Shared(p, q, k) ∧ Receive(p, {msg}k) →
next Bp Send(q,msg)). (axiom A0)

(6) first next( Bp Shared(p, q, k) ∧ Receive(p, {msg}k) →
next Bp Send(q,msg))). (from (5) and T3)

(7) first next next Bp Send(q, msg)
(from (6) by inference rules)

The last formula is what we want to show. This proof

process involves the use of axioms and inference rules of

TML+, e.g., those rules on temporal operators as well as

Modus Ponens.

4 Theory of Trust for Kerberos

In this section, we propose a method for building a the-

ory of trust to specify the Kerberos protocol and discuss the

security properties of the theory.

4.1 Establishing a Theory of Trust for
Kerberos

A theory of trust provides a foundation for reasoning

about agent beliefs. If there are no security mechanisms

provided for a system, agents have no beliefs regarding

messages they received through the system, since they have

no trust. In contrast, if there are some security mechanisms

provided for the system, then agents would trust them.

Thus, a theory of trust for a given system is a theory consist-

ing of a set of formulas (rules) that specifies the behaviours

(or functions) of the security mechanisms of the system that

agents trust. Therefore, for reasoning about agent beliefs,

the key is to obtain such a theory. In this section, we show

how to establish a theory of trust for a given system based

on the logic TML+ for Kerberos.

In an open network computing environment, a worksta-

tion cannot be trusted to identify its users correctly to net-

work services. Kerberos provides an alternative approach

whereby a trusted third-party authentication service is used

to verify users’ identities [14]. The Kerberos protocol estab-

lishes a shared key between two principals with help from

an authentication server [13]. It is based on the shared-

key Needham-Schroeder protocol [12], but makes use of

timestamps to improve security [4].

For analysis of the Kerberos system, we use C, AS, TGS

and Serv to denote client, Authentication Server, Ticket

Granting Server and server respectively; the TGT and SGT

denote specific tickets; kc, kserv , ktgs, kc,tgs, kc,srev de-

note specific keys; T imestampc denotes a timestamp sent

by the client; and Ac denotes an authenticator sent by the

client. Kerberos authentication process is as follows (see

Figure 1):

1. The client requests a Ticket Granting Ticket (TGT):

The client sends a request to the Authentication Server

(AS) containing its name and the name of the ticket-

granting server (TGS).

2. The client receives the TGT: The AS checks whether

the client is in its database. If the client is found, the

AS generates a random session key which will later be

used between the client and the TGS, and it creates a

TGT for the TGS which is encrypted by the key ktgs.

The AS then sends the ticket and a copy of the ran-

dom session key back to the client. This response is

encrypted by the key kc.

3. The client requests a Service Granting Ticket (SGT):

The Client sends a request to the TGS in order to ac-

cess a server. The request contains the name of the

server, along with the TGT and an authenticator.

4. The client receives the SGT: The ticket-granting server

then checks the authenticator and TGT. If valid, the

TGS generates a new random session key to be used

between the client and the server, and it creates a SGT

for the server which is encrypted by the key kserv . The

TGS then sends the ticket and the session key back to

the client. This response is encrypted by the key kc,tgs.

5. The client requests a service: The Client sends the

SGT and an authenticator to the server.

6. The client obtains the service: The server checks the

authenticator and SGT. If valid, it allows the request to

proceed. Finally, if the client specifies that it wants the

server to prove its identity too, the server adds one to

the timestamp the client sent in the authenticator, and

sends it back to the client. This response is encrypted

by the key kc,srev .

Kerberos

AS

TGS

Server

Client
1

2

4

3

6 5

Database

Figure 1. Kerberos Authentication system

In the Kerberos system, to obtain a service, a client must

first send a request to AS for obtaining a Ticket Granting
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ticket, then send a request to TGS for obtaining a Service

Granting Ticket, and finally send a request to the server for

obtaining a service. The methods of authentication adopted

for AS, TGS, and S are assumed to be m1, m2 and m3,

respectively. Each agent accepts a request from a client only

if it believes that the client is properly authenticated by the

corresponding authentication method.

Request

Granting a TGT Granting a SGT Granting a service

State State State 

AS TGS Serv

State 0 1 2 3

Figure 2. Four states within authentication

process

As shown in Fig. 2, there are four different states within

the authentication process: s0 (initial), s1 (granting a TGT),

s2 (granting a SGT), s3 (granting a service). During the

authentication process, the client must be at one of the four

states.

This is a multi-agent authentication system. The system

uses such security mechanisms to keep the communication

secure. This implies that principals would trust the security

mechanisms of this system. Initially agents would trust that:

• Authentication agents are capable of working as re-

quired. In Kerberos, these agents are AS, TGS, Serv.

• Legal agents (clients, servers) are honest, they are will-

ing to, and always follow, the prescribed steps of the

protocol correctly.

• Security mechanisms used within the system, which

may include encryption functions, the freshness-check

mechanisms for timestamps, etc.

• All encryption keys are secure.

• The freshness of timestamps, this implies the princi-

pal’s clocks are synchronized with the server’s clock.

That is, principles involving in the sys-

tem must have an initial trust in the set of

security mechanisms, denoted by M, M =

{AS, TGS, Serv, T imeStamps, kc, kserv, ktgs, kc,tgs,

kc,serv}.

In order to establish a theory of trust for the system, we

further define following predicates.

• AtState(c, s): A client c is at an authentication state s,

here s represents an authentication state ranging over

{s0, s1, s2 , s3}.

• Request(c, s): c requests to enter the state s.

• Authenticated(c, m): The request of c is authenti-

cated by authentication method m, where m represents

an authentication method ranging over {m1, m2, m3}.

m1, m2 and m3 are defined by rules R8, R9 and R10

respectively (see below).

• IsAclient(c): c is a client of the system.

• IsGranted(c, t): c is granted a ticket t, here t repre-

sents a ticket ranging over {TGT, SGT}.

• ServiceGranted(c, sv): c is granted a service sv.

• RequireMutualAuth(c): Mutual authentication is re-

quired by the client c.

First we have the following rule that describes the func-

tional (behavioural) properties of the authentication system.

(Here c is assumed to be universally quantified over agents:)

R0. AtState(c, si−1) ∧ Request(c, si) →
(Bai

Authenticated(c, mi)) ↔ next (AtState(c, si))),

for i = 1, 2, 3.

The first rule specifies the authentication procedure. It

means that if currently a client is at authentication state

si−1 and requests to enter the authentication state si, then

the client is at si at the next moment in time if and only if

agent ai believes the client is authenticated by authentica-

tion method mi. Here ai represents an authentication agent

ranging over {a1, a2, a3}, a1, a2 and a3 represent Authen-

tication Server, Ticket Granting Server and server respec-

tively. mi represents an authentication method ranging over

{m1, m2, m3}.

Below we give further important rules:

R1. AtState(c, s0) ↔ ¬ IsGranted(c, TGT).

R2. AtState(c, s1) ↔ IsGranted(c, TGT).

R3. AtState(c, s2) ↔ IsGranted(c, SGT).

R4. AtState(c, s3) ↔ ServiceGranted(c, sv).

Rules R1 - R4 specify the authentication states 0, 1, 2 and 3

respectively.

R5. Request(c, s1) ↔
Send (c, (c, TGS)) ∧ Receive (AS, (c, TGS)).

R6. Request(c, s2) ↔
Send (c, (Serv, ({TGT}ktgs, {Ac}kc.tgs))) ∧
Receive (TGS, (Serv, ({TGT}ktgs, {Ac}kc.tgs))).

R7. Request(c, s3) ↔
Send (c, ({SGT}kserv, {Ac}kc,serv)) ∧
Receive (Serv, ({SGT}kserv, {Ac}kc,serv)).

Rules R5 - R7 specify clients’ requests for entering states 1,

2 and 3 respectively.
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R8. BAS Authenticated(c, m1) ↔ BAS IsAclient(c).

R9. BTGS Authenticated(c, m2) ↔
BTGS (Reliable(Ac) ∧ Reliable(TGT)).

R10. BServ Authenticated(c, m3) ↔
BServ (Reliable(Ac) ∧ Reliable(SGT)).

Rules R8 - R10 specify the authentication methods m1, m2

and m3 adopted by AS, TGS and Server respectively.

R11. BAS Authenticated(c, m1) →
next Receive (c, {kc,tgs, {TGT}ktgs}kc).

R12. BTGS Authenticated(c, m2) →
next Receive (c, {kc,serv, {SGT}kserv}kc.tgs).

R13. BServ Authenticated(c, m3) →
next (ServiceGranted(c, sv) ∧
(RequireMutualAuth(c) →
Receive (c, {T imeStampc + 1}kc,serv))).

Rules R11 - R12 specify the granting processes of a TGT,

a SGT and a service respectively.

Now we have established a theory T = {R0, R1, R12,

R3, R4, R5, R6, R7. R8, R9, R10, R11, R12, R13} which

is applied for this authentication system. Since agents trust

the security mechanisms of Kerberos, the trust theory can

therefore be used for reasoning about agent beliefs about

the system.

This above example has shown a whole procedure of es-

tablishing a theory of trust for a given authentication sys-

tem. This procedure involves the following steps:

1. Analysing the system to identify trusted agents in it,

and finding what kind of trust and trust relations in-

volved in the system.

2. Defining appropriate predicates used to express agent

beliefs.

3. Defining rules that describe functions/behaviours of

the trusted agents.

Correctly identifying trusted agents is the basis for con-

structing a valid theory for the system. Defining appropri-

ate predicates would be helpful to simplify the procedure

of constructing the theory, and so that the theory developed

would easily be understood. Finally, we need to check the

consistency of those rules contained in the theory in order

to obtain a valid theory for the system.

The soundness of a theory of trust is an important issue

for establishing a valid theory. In order to guarantee a the-

ory to be sound, we need to check every rule to make sure

that it is consistent with other rules in the theory. Com-

pleteness for a theory of trust is also an important issue. It

is involved in the analysis of security requirements and fulfil

these requirements.

4.2 Analysing Security Properties for
Kerberos

Now we discuss the security properties of the theory,

which focus on the confidentiality of tickets (SGT and TGT)

and authenticators. We assume that:

• Tickets: If an intruder does not know those secret keys

(kc, ktgs and ks) used to encrypt a ticket, then the in-

truder cannot learn those tickets.

• Authenticators: If an intruder does not know those

shared keys (kc.tgs and kc,srev) used to encrypt an au-

thenticator, then the intruder cannot learn those au-

thenticators.

And we give the following assumptions:

BC Owner(c, k) BTGS Owner(tgs, k)

BServ Owner(serv, k) BAS Owner(c, k)

BAS Owner(tgs, k) BTGS Owner(serv, k)

BC Owner(tgs, k) BC Owner(serv, k)

BAS Shared(c, tgs, k) BTGS Shared(c, tgs, k)

BTGS Shared(c, serv, k) BServ Shared(c, serv, k)

BC Shared(c, tgs, k) BC Shared(c, serv, k)

The first eight assumptions are about secret keys used by

clients, AS, TGS, and the server. The last six assumptions

are about session keys. And we also assume that:

BC Fresh(T imestampas) BC Fresh(T imeStamptgs)

BC Fresh(T imeStampserv) BTGS Fresh(T imeStampas)

BTGS Fresh(T imeStampc) BServ Fresh(T imeStamptgs)

BServ Fresh(T imeStampc)

These assumptions show that the client, TGS, and the server

believe that timestamps generated elsewhere are fresh. It

indicates that the authentication system relies on the use of

synchronized clocks.

Now we analyse the authentication

processes of Kerberos. First we assume that

AtState(c, s2) ∧ Request(c, s3). Then we need to

prove next AtState(c, s3); according to R0, we in fact

only need to prove that BServ Authenticated(c, m3). The

proof can be done as follows (details are omitted):

(1) AtState(c, s2) ∧ Request(c, s3). (assumption)

(2) Request(c, s3) (from (1))

(3) Send(c, ({SGT}kserv, {Ac}kc,serv)) ∧
Receive(Serv, ({SGT}kserv, {Ac}kc,serv))

(from (2), by R7)

(4) Receive(Serv, ({SGT}kserv, {Ac}kc,serv)) (from (3))

(5) Receive(Serv, {SGT}kserv) (from (4), by A5)
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(6) BServ Owner(serv, kserv) (assumption)

(7) BServ Reliable(SGT) (from (5) & (6), by A2)

(8) Receive(Serv, {Ac}kc,serv)) (from (4), by A5)

(9) BServ Shared(c, Serv, kc,serv) (assumption)

(10) next BServ Send(c, Ac) (from (8) & (9), by A0)

(11) BServ Fresh(T imeStampc) (assumption)

(12) BServ Reliable(Ac) (from (10) & (11), by A4)

(13) BServ Authenticated(c, m3) (from (7) & (12), by R10)

Now we get the proof BServ Authenticated(c, m3). Af-

ter that the server will provide the service to the client c.

This concludes the analysis of the service granting process.

The analysis of the TGT and SGT granting process can be

achieved in the same way.

The above example demonstrates the security properties

of Kerberos. The system is secure as long as those keys

are secure. Assume that a client c completed the Authenti-

cation Service Exchange with AS and obtained a TGT from

it. Then he uses this ticket to make a request for a SGT. TGS

receives this request and grants a SGT which encrypted by

the key kserv , then the client sends a request to the server

which includes the SGT and his authenticator encrypted by

the key kc,serv . If later an intruder eve masquerades as the

client c, she may duplicate the request and send it to the

server, but she is unable to create a new authenticator if she

doesn’t know the key kc,serv . And the server will not ac-

cept her request because of the replayed authenticator. This

prompts an error message. As a result, the client will be no-

tified that an intruder has tried to masquerade his identity.

5 The Dynamics of Trust and Trust Theory

Revision

The theory of trust for a given system is built based on

the initial trust of agents in the security mechanisms of the

system or the initial trust state. However, in a dynamic en-

vironment, an agent may lose its trust or gain new trust to

some degree at any time through its Interaction with others

and by the outcome of a series of confirming observations.

Once there are some changes to the trust of agents in the

security mechanisms of the system, the theory established

based on the initial trust state will no longer be valid. In

this case, the theory must be revised or not be used for any

security purpose. Therefore, in considering theory revision,

we first need a method for modelling the dynamics of trust

and a technique for expressing trust changes.

Jonker and Treur [7] call an event that can influence the

degree of trust of an agent a trust-positive experience or a

trust-negative experience of the agent. if it is a trust-positive

experience then the agent may gain trust to some degree; if

the event an agent experiences is a trust-negative experience

then the agent may lose trust to some degree. The dynam-

ics of trust addressed in [2] is as “there is a circular rela-

tion, and more precisely a positive feedback, between trust

in reciprocal delegation-adoption relations (from commerce

to friendship).”

For modelling trust changes, we adopt a different ap-

proach based on the notion of a trust state [11]. Let µ be

a multi-agent system and Ω be the set of agents involved

in a system (e.g., users, operators, managers etc) and Θ be

the set of binary trust relations over Ω. That is, Θ con-

sists of pairs of agents such that (x, y) ∈ Θ if and only

if x trusts y. We give the formal definition of a trust state

as follows: A trust state of a system, denoted by S, is de-

fined as the pair TS = (Ω, Θ). Then, we define a predicate

Trust State(TS, µ) meaning that TS is the trust state of the

system µ. Therefore if we have first Trust State(TS0, τ),
TS0 is the initial trust state of µ.

Initially all agents should trust the security mechanisms

of the system. Trust changes to a trust state TS involves

two cases: agents lose their trust in some agents (security

mechanisms) in the current state TS , and agents gain new

trust in some agents (e.g., some new security mechanisms

are adopted). We view a trust change to trust state TS as

consisting of two classes of operations: deleting a relation

(x,y) from TS , and adding a relation (x,y) to TS . Therefore,

we express a trust change to state S as a pair of sets: one set

contains all relations of the form (x,y) that will be added

to state TS ; and the other set contains all relations of the

form (x,y) that will be deleted from state TS. Formally,

we say that: δ = (IN, OUT) is a trust change to a trust

state TS = (Ω, Θ), if IN and OUT satisfy the following

conditions: (1) OUT ⊆ Θ, and (2) IN ∩ Θ = ∅. IN and

OUT are called the in set and out set, respectively.

In a dynamic environment, an agent may lose its trust

or gain new trust at any moment in time after it has gained

the initial trust. Once agents lose their trust in the security

mechanisms of a system, then the theory based on the initial

trust of the system is no longer valid, Therefore we have the

following principles:

• Suppose we have first next(i) Trust State(TSi, µ)
(for i = 0, 1, 2, . . .) for a given system µ, and T0

is a sound theory of trust for µ that specifies the ini-

tial trust of agents in the security mechanisms, then,

if from time 0 until some time t, TSi = TS0 for

any 0 ≤ i ≤ t, then the theory T0 is valid for the

whole time interval [0, t] and, therefore, any (time-

dependent related to [0, t]) statement derived from the

theory would be regarded as valid.

• Suppose we have first next(i) Trust State(TSi, µ)
(for i = 0, 1, 2, . . .) for a given system µ, and T0 is a

sound theory of trust for µ that specifies the initial trust

of agents in the security mechanisms TS0. If at some

time, say t, TS0 does not hold, i.e., there is some agent
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losing its trust in the mechanisms, then the theory must

be revised or not be used for any security purpose.

Assuming that the following formula is true:

Trust State(TS, µ) ∧ next Trust State(TS′, µ)

then it follows that:

• TS = TS′ iff at the next moment in time there are no

agents who change their trust;

• TS 6= TS′ iff at the next moment in time there is at

least one agent who changes his trust.

In the case when TS = TS′, the trust state at the next mo-

ment is the same one at the current moment, so there are

no changes to the trust of the system; while for the case

when TS 6= TS′, there must be some changes to the trust

of the system. We assume that, if currently an agent, say

a, has trust in another agent, say b, and at the next moment

in time a has any trust-negative experience with b, then at

that moment a loses trust in b and (a, b) will therefore be

deleted. The change with deleting trust of agent a in agent

b can formally be expressed as follows:

Trust State(TS, µ) ∧ next Trust State(TS′, µ) →
(b ∈ Ω ∧ next (a, b) ∈ OUT → next b /∈ Θ).

Similarly, the change with adding trust of a in b can for-

mally be expressed as follows:

Trust State(TS, µ) ∧ next Trust State(TS′, µ) →
(b /∈ Ω ∧ next (a, b) ∈ IN → next b ∈ Θ).

The following example shows how to obtain an evolv-

ing theory of trust based on the analysis of the dynamics of

trust.

Recall the example theory given in Section 4, T =

{R0, R1, R12, R3, R4, R5, R6, R7. R8, R9, R10,

R11, R12, R13}. Let T0 = T and the initial trust

state be TS0. Then T0 is the theory that specifies

trust of agents in the set of security mechanisms M =
{AS, TGS, Serv, T imeStamps, kc, kserv, ktgs, kc,tgs,

kc,serv} at the trust state TS0.

Assume it is found that the authentication method m1 is

not secure enough, we improve m1 by requiring a client

must encrypt its request, denoted by req. Further, we

change m3 to make mutual authentication compulsory.

Also, because of the modification of m1, we have to modify

R8, and we revise rules R5, R8, R13 as follows:

R5′ Request(c, s1) ↔ Send(x, (c, TGS)kc).

R8′ Authenticated(c, m1) ↔
BAS (IsAclient(c) ∧ Reliable(req)).

R13′ BServ Authenticated(c, m3) →
next (ServiceGranted(c, sv)
∧ Receive (c, {T imeStampc + 1}kc,serv)).

Then, we obtain a revised theory T′ = {R0, R1, R12, R3,

R4, R5′, R6, R7, R8′, R9, R10, R11, R12, R13′}. Those

revisions improve the security of the theory. Since systems

change and evolve, there is a need to monitor trust rela-

tionships; to determine whether those rules still apply and

whether the security mechanisms can still satisfy security

requirements; in order to make decisions on theory revision.

6 Conclusions

We have proposed a formal approach to specifying agent

beliefs and constructing theories of trust for authentication

systems, which includes a technique for modelling trust

state within authentication systems. The approach can be

used for reasoning about principle beliefs and security prop-

erties that authentication systems may satisfy. Our approach

is very general, it could be useful in the designing and im-

plementing authentication protocols.

Any logical system modelling active agents should be a

combined system of logics of knowledge, belief, time and

norms. Combining logics is therefore emerging as an ac-

tive research area in formal methods [10]. Investigating new

techniques for combining logics, studying the properties of

combined logics, evaluating the expressive power and com-

putational aspects of these new logic systems and develop-

ing new reasoning techniques for these new logic systems

applied in our research on theories of trust and theory revi-

sion are challenging work.

Future work would also involve the following aspects:

• Based on the framework presented in this paper, we

will attempt to capture the evolutionary aspects of

agent beliefs within authentication systems in dynamic

environments, together with the study of properties

and related analysis techniques based on different trust

models.

• We may also investigate methods for expressing and

studying security properties of systems based on

evolving theories of trust.

• Applying this approach in other authentication proto-

cols.

• A thorough discussion on the soundness and complete-

ness of a theory of trust should also be a part of future

work.
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